Powervision Robot unveils their first consumer drone	
  
PowerEgg drone features innovative “egg” design for compactness and stability	
  
	
  
(San Francisco, Feb. 8, 2016)	
  
	
  
Powervision Robot Inc., a leader in robotics and big data best known for its industrial
drones, announced their first consumer drone, the “PowerEgg,” today. The PowerEgg
features an innovative egg shape which, in addition to being aesthetically different than
the many X-shape four-axis drones currently on the market, makes it foldable and easy
to transport. The lightweight PowerEgg can be easily folded and carried in a backpack
and will be available in early Q2 of 2016.

	
  

	
  

	
  
According to Powervision CEO Wally Zheng, “Powervision wanted to create a beautiful
yet functional design for the PowerEgg. We think the oval shape is not only clean and
pure but also has the structural and functional benefits. This simple yet vital design
means that this is more than a flying robot but a work of art.”	
  

Although PowerEgg was developed for the mainstream consumer market to allow
everyone to enjoy the drone flying experience, it still includes advanced technologies
that rival industrial drones, including a 360-degree panoramic 4K HD camera on a 3axis gimbal, real-time long range video transmission, advanced “optical flow” sensors
for indoor navigation, as well as an intuitive and easy-to use-remote control,.
	
  
The Powervision team spent over 18 months perfecting this one-of-a-kind product. 	
  
Although extremely lightweight, it has a compact and revolutionary structural design.
The unique design includes larger propellers that required advancements to transform
from the compact egg shape to the larger flight mode. In addition, on the software side,
Powervision used its extensive software expertise to make the drone easier to fly.
Currently, the average consumer drone requires at least 10 hours of flight time for
consumers to learn how to use. By using their extensive knowledge in design and user
experience, Powervision is able to lower that significantly. As Zheng explained, “We
want flying a drone to be child’s play, something even a five-year-old can do.”
Zheng believes that the entire drone industry is going through a transition from the easy
to transport drones to a revolution in ease of use. “With this next generation of drones,
much like the Internet expanded access to information in the virtual world, drones 2.0
led by innovations like the PowerEgg can expand access to the physical world and bring
together humans and machines in this journey.”
For video of PowerEgg, click this link: https://youtu.be/4QVK3B7hsFQ	
  
	
  
About Us	
  
Powervision Robot Inc. has a mission to innovate the future, focused on artificial
intelligence (AI), robotics, and big data since its inception in 2010. Powervision has
been a market leader in commercial UAV-related products and services including smart
drones, data visualization and forecasting, virtual reality and augmented reality. Beyond
its headquarters in Beijing, China, Powervision has international offices in Shanghai,
Shenzhen, Silicon Valley, Boston, Helsinki, Perth, and Frankfurt.	
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